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2020 has certainly been a year with curve-balls and surprises to say the least! I am a believer that there
is a Golden Nugget to be found everyday-some days you just need to look harder to find them.

One of the Golden Nuggets in 2020 is the performance of ProHarvest Corn and Soybeans. With 5 FIRST
Trial wins and numerous Top 10 Finishes, along with countless positive comments about our products,
ProHarvest had its best year ever with product performance.

As you read through this newsletter, you will find some additional insight about what we saw with
various products and overall, this past growing season.

And last, we want to sincerely say Thank-you for your past business! At ProHarvest strive every day to
give our customers the best overall experience that they deserve!
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2020  Variety Review
Enlist E3

25E18 -  Setting the yield bar high in the early maturity, great 
bean to get started with!

AE2600 - Peking resistance for Soybean Cyst Nematode for 
those farms struggling with SCN pressure 

2848E-Tried and true in the 2.7-2.8 maturity, another solid year, 
can handle all environments.

30E11-Exciting new bean in this maturity, sets the standard 
high with the defense package to protect it.

AE3110-Go anywhere with confidence, stands well, great 
choice for tough farms.

3259E-Another great year for this variety, good yield and stood 
like a champ all the way to the combine.

AE3310-Winning plots across the Midwest, bushy type plant 
that fills the rows nicely, excited to see this on a wider scale.

3548E-Mr. Consistency, got calls all fall long on this bean, still a 
farm favorite.

35E12-Better than 3548E in trials, good defensive package, 
limited supply.

3748E-Another solid year for this variety, consistent 
performance across the state.

AE3811-New introduction in the 3.8 maturity, tabletop like 
stand across the field, landlord favorite, exciting yield in trials.

XtendFlex

24F17 - Great early option for the new Flex line, solid offense 
and defense.

28F12 - Good standability, excelled in the central and eastern 
Midwest.

31F14 -  Every acre type variety, first out of the ground and 
never looked back. Solid performance in trials.

35F15 - Tall medium bush variety, got a little lazy on highly 
productive soils.

39F13 - Exciting new line for this maturity

Xtend
30X16 - Great new product launch, we love the solid package 
this variety brings to the table

3238X and 3438X-continued strong performance again this 
year, definite benchmark varieties

36X11 and 3738X - a definite 1-2 punch for this maturity, these 
2 can’t be beat for yield

39X17 -i s doing a great job filling the shoes of 3927X with 
better plant health

Continued on next page

2020 Soybean Growing Season and Beyond!
Soybeans in 2020 started with much enthusiasm and excitement with multiple trait options giving growers options.  Then in 
typical 2020 fashion, a dicamba ruling blindsided us and knocked us around a bit!

This was a growing season with many differences, many beans getting planted before corn in areas, then a late frost, followed by 
replanting and later planting. 

When all is said and done, we still ended the year with respectable yields, some saw farm history yield highs, other average, and 
then there are some that had a poor crop.  Mother Nature played a big part in all of those scenarios.  We have seen areas where 
the late season dry weather hurt us more than expected, even with a wet early season.  We saw some sub-par yields where the 
beans are very small, telling me that the plant was set up for a great yield, we just ran out of moisture to finish it out.

Fungicide made a big difference this year very consistently.  It is safe to say that a fungicide application showed a higher yield of 
5-10 bushels per acre in nearly all cases.



Won a 3rd party dryland plot for Derald in NE.  I like what I see from this new hybrid.  Strong yielder for 
101 RM.

Tall and coming South well.  Makes for great silage.  Placed 4th in Ashkum!

Looking really strong.  Goes all directions so far.  Exciting launch for 104 RM.  A must try!

Need to keep populations up to make it sing!  Excellent test weight.  Place more as a 105 RM.

Great early corn.  Strong volume here!  Watch stalk strength if you let it stand late.

Has big yields to it for sure.  I think fungicide could help level it out some.  Been showing up well in plots.

Healthiest corn we have.  Push the populations on it to help with the fixed ear.  I’m happy with it so far.  
Never was a letdown.

The heart of the lineup still!  We love it for yield, consistency, standability, test weight.  Working on 
possible replacement, but will take time.

We brought it on for YIELD and that is what it is doing!  Very STRONG in most plots.  Don’t know of many 
holes yet.  SELL IT!

Doing very well!  The ONLY thing you have to watch is the wet start to the season.  Otherwise plant it and 
enjoy!

WINNING!  First trials and big 3rd party plots.  Seems to take the wet feet.  SELL until its gone.

Plot seed quality was not the best.  We liked this hybrid all summer.  Placed 6th in Ashkum.  I am still a fan.  
Don’t give up on it.

Looks gorgeous.  Stands forever.  Awesome silage.  Put it anywhere.  Will not win the plot, but will not let 
you down.  A fun new hybrid!

 

2020  Hybrid Review
71P16
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74P51
6746 
6828 
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79P72 
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85P90 
Continued on next page

As I have been discussing this fall and past falls with others, here is my theory of what we are seeing in our fields, both corn and 
soybeans.  The past few years have been historically late and wet harvests.  We have abused the ground increasing compaction, 
some tillage has not been able to be completed, and the stalks and plant matter haven’t had time to break down and decompose 
in a normal manner.  Follow that up with planting into wetter soils in the spring, we have put the seed into cold, damp conditions 
more often than not.  This is creating an ideal environment for diseases to take hold, as well as not really allowing the seed to 
“jump out of the ground”.

So, this leads to slower early season growth, multiple diseases taking hold, although at manageable levels.  I believe that one of 
the factors that took off some of the top end yields we were expecting is a low level of multiple diseases that had a cumulative 
effect on those plants.

This year’s harvest has been largely done in dry conditions, so we hopefully are breaking this cycle for now!  My advice for next year 
though is to be prepared to manage the residue and to look strongly at quality seed treatments to help protect those plants early in the 
season.  I would also strongly consider fungicide applications on both corn and soybeans to protect yields for next year’s season.

2020 Soybean Growing Season and Beyond Cont. 



2020  F.I.R.S.T. CORN TRIAL  RESULTS

2020 Corn Growing Season
By: Eric Yoder

After 2019, people started off strong in 2020.  Many planters were rolling early.  Lots of 
beans going in early.  It is pretty amazing how farmers are equipping their operations 
to plant timely and quickly.  Air temps were pretty variable during the early spring.  
Rainfall was plentiful at times with some ponding rains.  The first planted corn was 
actually able to keep making it.  The next few weeks of corn planting laid in the ground 
for 3-4 weeks before emerging.  And who can forget the frost/freeze event we had on May 9th?  Corn stands were affected by all 
this weather and the big decision of replant faced many growers.  Some planted the ponds.  Some drove their fields and spotted 
in.  Others went all the way and tore fields up to start over.  Overall the corn crop appeared to rebound from the rough start and 
the June heat and rain had the corn jumping.  

However, corn that was replanted came right into that June heat and later we would see 2 less kernel rows on those plantings.  
In many places there were several large rain events early on in the season.  I am talking 3-7+ inch rains.  Overall the rainfall had 
pounded the ground pretty tight.  Then as we get into later June several places started suffer with the heat that was accumulating.  

July temps and rainfall treated most growers pretty fairly.  Also during this time add in a few, key wind storms in areas like Illinois 
and Iowa.  Pollination looked very successful with minimal issues.  August tended to dry out for many parts of the Midwest.  The 
Quad City area had the driest August on record for example.  And no one will soon forget the Derecho on August 10th.  As we 
neared Fall time, overall GDU’s were sufficient and harvest started timely in most areas. 

So what did we learn from 2020?
*Final stand and plant population is quite important to yield
*Corn-on-corn acres do not like the cool, wet start to the season
*Whether or not to replant is not an easy decision in season, use your best judgment and learn from past seasons
*When corn plants run out of fertility, they can do odd things like drop ears, cannibalize stalks and have standability issues
*There are excellent reasons to plant a balance of “work horse” and “race horse” hybrids both

Hybrid Trait Yield  Bu/A 
Bu/A advantage 
compared to test 

average
Summary Location F.I.R.S.T Trials

Plot 

Illinois 
8360 VT2PRIB 285.6 +29.8 1 out of 54 Tuscola, IL IL East Central
8360 VT2PRIB 274.5 +11.8 5 out of 54 Forsyth, IL IL East Central
8324 VT2PRIB 283.3 +29.1 1 out of 63 Jacksonville, IL IL West Central
8324 VT2PRIB 222 +26.2 1 out of 40 Belleville, IL IL South 

8324 VT2PRIB 252.4 +20.6 1 out of 54 Tampico, IL IL North

Iowa 
6893 3330AEZ 234.6 +29.7 3 out of 66 Greene, IA IA North Central

8360 VT2PRIB 237 +15.2 4 out of 63 Sully, IA IA East Central
8324 VT2PRIB 238.1 +18.8 3 out of 63 Central City, IA IA East Central

Nebraska 
8360 VT2PRIB 232.3 +15.7 1 out of 48 Mclean, NE NE Northeast

84P93 SSPRIB 229.1 +15.4 4 out of 48 Wayne, NE NE Northeast


